Both Triosorb and Tetrasorb are in vitro tests providing accuracy, speed and convenience. They are available in disposable kits ready for immediate use at room temperature.

"The T-3 uptake test was vastly improved by a resin-sponge . . . (Triosorb) . . . which is offered as a replacement for the red cells as well as for the loose granular resin which varies from day to day." 3

Tetrasorb is the first diagnostic kit offering a direct measurement of thyroid function by determining serum thyroxine. Hypothyroid patients show a decrease in serum thyroxine while hyperthyroid patients show an increase. In euthyroidism, interfering conditions cause the T-3 and T-4 to move in opposite directions whereas in hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism, both tests move in the same direction.

By requesting both Tetrasorb (a direct measure of thyroid activity) and Triosorb (an indirect measure of thyroid activity) for his patient, the physician can make his diagnosis with increased confidence.

“No single laboratory test of thyroid function is diagnostically perfect for all patients.”

That’s why Abbott offers both a T-3 test (Triosorb) and a T-4 test (Tetrasorb).

“The serum T4, being completely specific, comes closest to the ideal test and is better correlated with clinical status than any other routine test. The serum T4 alone is adequate for the vast majority of patients. Because of variations in the T4 binding capacity of the serum proteins in pregnancy, in various disease states, and as a result of certain medications, misleading T4 results may be obtained occasionally.”

“Fortunately, the generally available resin up-take of $^{131}$I-triiodothyronine (Triosorb test) is a useful procedure to complement the serum thyroxine determination, particularly when values of the latter do not seem consistent with the clinical picture.”

“In summary, our experience with the serum T4 in the past three years has proven it a completely specific and highly accurate diagnostic test. Diagnostic errors are relatively easily detected if a T3 Resin test is used concurrently. We now use the T4 instead of the PBI as the routine screening test of thyroid function.”

The LOGIC™ Well Counter

is only inches larger than this page
(12¼" x 4¼" x 13" to be exact)

Please lift this page
for information about
Tetrasorb™ and Tricosorb®
The LOGIC Series—the most compact counting systems ever designed—is available in 3 models

101  111  121

The LOGIC Counting Systems offer:
- Compactness (micrologic integrated circuitry)
- Dependability (thoroughly pre-tested)
- Portability (25 to 35 lbs.)
- Versatility (multi-test capability)
- Quality (backed by Abbott)

Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, Illinois 60064

Nuclear Instruments You Can Count On

LABOR-SERVICE GMBH, Abteilung RADIO-PHARMAZEUUTIKA, 6236 Eschborn/Ts, Frankfurter Str. 20, Postfach 1245
Simplicity?

Simplicity!

Only one preparatory step: Remove The Lid!

Write for full details.

New England Nuclear Corp.
NEN Pharmaceutical Division
575 Albany Street, Boston, Mass. 02118
Telephone (617) 425-7311 Telex 094-6582

IN EUROPE: NEN Chemicals GmbH
6072 Dreieichenthal, Germany
dynamic studies with radioactive tracers

DIDAC digital acquisition and processing system

- amplifier and single channel analyzer for each input
- variable stepping time scale
- system readily used for gamma - spectroscopy (purity checks and dose calibrations, setting of energy windows)
- many data read-out accessories: fast digital printers, graphrecorders, magnetic tape decks, paper tape punchers, etc.

Distributors throughout the world and subsidiaries in:

**GERMANY**
Deutsche Intertechnique GmbH
D 65 MAINZ
Phone: 26661

**UNITED KINGDOM**
Intertechnique Ltd.
PORTSLADE, Sussex
Phone: BRIGHTON 44336

**SWEDEN**
Nanoteknik AB
TABY 3
Phone: 06/7584030

**USA**
Intertechnique Instruments Inc.
DOVER, New Jersey 07801
Phone: (201) 361-5850
Not-so-simple math.

This dual-label liver-pancreas study took minutes to process instead of hours. The time saving was due to the 50/50 MED Digital Image and Processing System. The 50/50 MED can extract more diagnostic information from data supplied by organ imaging devices. And it can store and process this information to give you what you are looking for when you want it. Accurately. Clearly. Without compromise. And very, very quickly. It’s worth investigating.
The age of obsolescence is over.

Our rental plans have made the whole obsolescence problem obsolete. Now you can rent all the sophisticated new equipment you need. Rent it. On a short or long term basis. At even lower cost than outright purchase. The only catch is, you have to call us. Nobody else can do it.

Telco
Technical Equipment Leasing Corp.
301 E. Erie St., Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 944-1450
need for ordering separately after each referral a thing of the past. Most laboratories can pretty well estimate what their approximate weekly need will be, so that everything can be ordered in one shipment to arrive on any given day. Thus, when a patient is referred, the diagnostic agent is already on hand and the test can be run immediately. Moreover, there is only one shipping charge. And if the material arrives for use during the latter part of the working week, Squibb will bear the cost of radioactive decay over weekends.

If you want to know more about this unique service feature, please contact your Squibb professional representative. He can arrange for a weekly "blanket order" that is shipped to you automatically for arrival on any day you specify.

It is also important that you know of the unique Squibb "prefill" program that anticipates and programs radiopharmaceutical parenteral production so that sterility and byrogen test data are "in house" before the material is released. Thus, Squibb good manufacturing practices assure—even with radiopharmaceuticals—the same high standards you would expect in any regular parenteral preparation.

These are only a few of the many important features and services available to you when you use Squibb radioisotopes. Your Squibb representative will be happy to give you more details.

Medotopes®
Squibb Radiopharmaceuticals

unique 5-day precalibration lets you have your entire week’s needs at one time.
This Squibb concept was bound to be emulated...

it's much easier to "follow the leader"

Unique service programs are hard to originate. But once established they *can* be emulated. And the unique Squibb 5-day Precalibration Plan was bound to be copied. For it has been *eminently successful*—offering significant savings in time, trouble and money to laboratories, as well as greater convenience and faster scanning *service* for patients.

Although others have now followed in our footsteps, reasonable facsimiles are not the *original*. For the broad Squibb experience and technical know-how that conceived and made the original plan possible has *not* been surpassed.

For details on the many important—and frequently unique—features and services available to you when you use Squibb radiopharmaceuticals, contact your Squibb Representative.

Squibb Division of Nuclear Medicine
East Brunswick, New Jersey 08816
Some things simply belong together.


An equally valid deduction: The nuclear medicine facility and the scintillation camera belong together.

Under one condition. The scintillation camera must be the Pho/Gamma® III by Nuclear-Chicago.

For with Pho/Gamma III, isotope visualization in-vivo attains the stature of an invaluable diagnostic and investigative technique.

And Pho/Gamma III is adaptable to a multitude of static and dynamic image-data and display accessories.

Indispensability for the nuclear-medicine department today. Plus preparedness for tomorrow. Both lead to Pho/Gamma III's acceptance as the world's most experienced scintillation camera.

Do some detective work on your own. Find out about Pho/Gamma III from your Nuclear-Chicago sales engineer. Or by writing directly to us.
WHY USE 35MM FILM???

... More accurate and convenient for rapid sequential scintiphotography than "pulling" Polaroid films.
... Approximately three times more grey scale latitude than Polaroid Type 107 film.
... Less than 1/25th the cost of Polaroid. The film supplied by PGL costs less than a penny per exposure & can be developed in any x-ray film rapid processor, even 90 second systems.

WHY USE THE PGL MODEL 250???

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>35MM CAMERA COMPONENTS</th>
<th>PGL MODEL 250</th>
<th>SOUTHERN INSTRUMENT COMP. MARK II</th>
<th>NUCLEAR CHICAGO ROBOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE LENS REFLEX DESIGN —</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* View oscilloscope directly through lens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Photograph radiographs, slides, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk loadable cassettes for up to 250 exposures</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-in exposure counter</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEZEL MOUNT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molded unitized construction for rigid support of camera</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRONIC TIMER/POWER SUPPLY</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Solid state (integrated circuit design)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Warranty Period</td>
<td>3 Years</td>
<td>90 Days</td>
<td>1 Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL SYSTEM PRICE</td>
<td>$1980.00</td>
<td>$1800.00</td>
<td>$1865.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For further specifications, film cost analysis, & formal price quotation, contact:

PGL  2160 TAYLOR  SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94133  415-673-4697
Density of a nucleus in any of the wide range of radioisotopes we make is of the order of 100 million tons/cm². That's compact. Like a mountain in a teaspoon.

But we shape it to our fussy pattern and get it to you on time every time. That's service.

From As⁷⁷ to Xe⁸⁵, our range of radiopharmaceuticals is broad. And you can depend upon them for purity and stability.

All our radiopharmaceuticals with short half-life are advance calibrated. Emphasis on proper precalibration assures you of value as well as quality.

For top value, we also offer an exclusive Blanket Order Program. All shipments are made the fastest way, usually the day we get your order. Because our home and 11 branch offices communicate by Telex. For fast order service, call our nearest office.


our business is bringing Mountains to you, Dr. Mohammed
Facts about Tc 99m

Scientific:

Characteristics include a physical half-life of 6 hours, a gamma photon of 140 keV and no beta particle associated with its decay.

Economic:

Cost of CN4391® and/or CN4392® solutions + ready to inject convenience < delivered generator cost + assay cost + milking cost + shielding cost.

(1) CN4391 is Sodium Pertechnetate sterile, pyrogen-free solution – 20mCi vials in exclusive patented radiation protected packages.
(2) CN4392 is Technetium Sulfur Colloid sterile pyrogen-free solution – 5mCi vials same patented packaging.

Cambridge Nuclear offers both these products for daily delivery Monday through Friday from Cambridge, Mass. and Princeton, New Jersey. Orders placed by 5:00 P.M. delivered before 9:00 A.M. from the District of Columbia to Portland, Maine, as far west as Bryn Mawr, Pa.

For properties and characteristics, prices and other information, check with your local Cambridge Nuclear representative, or write:

CAMBRIDGE NUCLEAR CORP.
Helping you diagnose more effectively
131 Portland Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02139 Tel: 617 491-2200
Box 528
Princeton, N.J. 08540 Tel: 609 799-1133
Ohio Nuclear's new Model 76A radioisotope scanner is designed to fit the Nuclear Medicine Department where space is a premium.

Available with either single or dual heads, the compact Model 76A offers the advantages of larger Ohio Nuclear units except for one thing... space requirements.

The 500 cm./min. maximum scan rate of the Dual Head Model 76A produces two opposed scallop-free photoscans, before most other units have barely completed the first view.

Model 76A may be purchased as a single head unit, and can be converted to a Dual Head right in your department.

Optional accessories include an inexpensive positron counting circuit and a two-isotope subtraction circuit.

Write for the NEW Model 76A Dual and Single Head Five Inch Radioisotope Scanner Brochure.

Ohio-Nuclear, Inc.
1725 Fall Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
44113 (216) 621-8142
“Which is the better choice for gamma imaging, a scanner or a camera?”

That’s much like: “which is better: a plane or a car?” Surely it depends upon the problem at hand.

As it does with gamma imaging. Your one best bet might well be a scanner. Or a camera. You may need both. Sadly, there can be no universal instrument, no all-things-to-all-men system. Consequently, Picker now offers five separate and distinct imaging devices: three are scanners, two are cameras. And this is the most complete line in the world. By far.

The implication is simple: the chances are excellent that Picker has the specific system that precisely matches your needs. Here are some recognizable user requirements coupled with the appropriate Picker instruments.

Need: small hospital, starting static-imaging, small patient load, modest budget. Or: large hospital needing additional diagnostic confirmation. Solution: Magnascanner® 500. Four out of five nuclear medicine departments start with a Magnascanner. Now over 2000 in use throughout the world. Despite many new features and very high resolution, cost is modest.

Need: specialized static studies involving two views at same time. Solution: Dual Magnascanner®. Provides two large, high resolution scans simultaneously.

Need: heavy static-imaging patient load. Some demand for dynamic function work also. Solution: Dynapix®. High speed static imaging with very high resolution. Also useful for medium speed dynamic function studies.

Need: broad capability for handling both static imaging and dynamic function (and a great deal of it). Solution: Dynacamera™. Very fast instrument providing high resolution. Does both static and dynamic work.

Need: sophisticated dynamic function work at very high speeds. Solution: Magnacamera®. Exceptionally high speed for studying the most rapid dynamic processes.

The conclusion: Picker has a wide selection of imaging systems because there are many imaging needs. The widest selection in the world. Suggestion: describe your situation to your local Picker representative and ask him to develop solutions. Or, if more convenient, start by requesting our detailed gamma-imaging brochure. Write Picker Nuclear, 1275 Mamaroneck Avenue, White Plains, N.Y. 10605. Dept. B

PICKER
POSITIONS OPEN

WANTED REGISTERED NUCLEAR medicine technologist: Gamma camera experience necessary for suburban San Francisco general hospital, 250 beds. Contact: Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, Mary's Help Hospital, Daly City, Calif. 94015.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE CHIEF TECHNICIAN: To assume supervisory and teaching responsibility for radioisotope laboratory in large general hospital. Requirements include B.S. Degree, A.R.R.T. certification, completion of a course of study of nuclear medicine and at least 2 years of appropriate experience. Apply Box 901, Society of Nuclear Medicine, 211 E. 43rd St., New York, N.Y. 10017.

CONSULTANT IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE: Part-time position available for physician trained in the various clinical and laboratory aspects of nuclear medicine. Challenging opportunity in an active radioisotope laboratory of a large, 1,000-bed General County Hospital. Available instrumentation includes the Dynaix, a high-speed rectilinear imaging system. Apply to Benjamin Pines County Hospital, East Ridgewood Ave., Paramus, N.J. (located 1/2 hour from N.Y.C.).


RADIOISOTOPE TECHNOLOGIST: To take charge of nuclear medicine section of radiology department and carry out the usual range of isotope procedures and scans. A new nuclear medicine section with an expansion capacity in a very active general hospital. Salary commensurate with qualifications and experience, with annual increments and liberal fringe benefits. Apply in writing to: W. D. Duxbury, Chief Technologist, Herbert J. Thomas Memorial Hospital, 6600 MacCuriale Avenue, S.W., South Charleston, W.Va. 25309.

EXPERIENCED TECHNICIAN, POSSIBLE chief, 600-bed general hospital. Houston, Salary open. Resume to Box 902, Society of Nuclear Medicine, 211 E. 43rd St., New York, N.Y. 10017.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST: 700-bed hospital with progressive nuclear medicine program. Excellent benefits. Write: Bert E. Strofer, Radioisotope Laboratory, Wesley Medical Center, 840 N. Hillside, Wichita, Kan. 67114.

REGISTERED NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGIST needed at Henry Ford Hospital. Challenging assignment available. For information contact: Miss Lucille A. Du Sault, Henry Ford Hospital, 2799 W. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich. 48202.

CERTIFIED TECHNICIAN (C.S.R.T. or equivalent) in radiologic diagnostic or and therapeutic technique and radioisotopes for immediate employment in radioisotope laboratory of McGill teaching hospital. Applicant would consider suitable person interested in hospital clinical radioisotope laboratory work and holder of B.Sc. or B.A. degree. Write stating qualifications and address, including telephone number for interview: Division of Nuclear Medicine, Dept. of Therapeutic Radiology, Royal Victoria Hospital, 687 Pine Ave. W., Montreal 112, Quebec, Canada.

JNM Classified Section contains "Positions Open" and "Positions Wanted." Nondisplay insertions by members of the Society are charged at 20¢/word for each insertion with no minimum rate. Nondisplay insertions by employers or nonmembers are charged at 50¢/word with a minimum of $15. Display advertisements are accepted at $40 for 1/6 page, $80 for 1/3 page, $115 for 1/2 page and $210 for a full page. The closing date for each issue is the 20th of the second month preceding publication month. Agency commissions and cash discounts are allowed on display ads only. Box numbers are available for those who wish them.
FINALLY . . . . .

A NEW TABLE DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR GAMMA IMAGING

IDEAL FOR ALL IMAGING SYSTEMS:
1) Scintillation & Positron Cameras (Pho/Gamma, Dynacamera, Autofluoroscope, etc.)
2) Single & Dual Headed Rectilinear scanners (Nuclear Chicago, Picker, Baird Atomic, Ohio Nuclear, etc.)
3) Multidetector Scanners (Dynapix, etc.)
4) Diagnostic & Therapeutic X-Ray units.

UNIQUE FEATURES & CLINICAL BENEFITS

"FLOATING" TOP
- Linear bearing design allows 10" of travel in both longitudinal & lateral planes — convenient & accurate patient positioning.
- Graduated calibration scale & positive cam locks assures reproducible positioning — accurate repositioning for followup & repeat procedures.
- Top "overhangs" to allow supine posterior brain views.

LUCITE IMAGING TOP
- Transparent — detector head easily positioned below patient for posterior views.
- Strong — accommodates 500 lbs. and still tracks smoothly.
- Low-Density — maximum transmission with low energy nuclides.

UNOBSTRUCTED FRAME DESIGN
- No crossmembers or support bars to interfere with proper placement of probes, scanner heads, or camera detectors.

MOBILITY
- Large diameter casters to facilitate moving patients to and from department.

STABILITY
- Spring loaded pressure pads at both ends provide rigid support for entire sub-frame — assures smooth traversing of floating top.
- Anti-Swivel wheel lock — good tracking when supporting patients.

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
- Lucite Top: 72" x 30" x ½"
- Vertical Height Adjustment: 30" to 38"
- Frame: 50" Long, 29" Wide (center to center distance between legs)
- Wheels: 8" diameter chrome finish with conductive rubber tread.
- Finish: Stainless steel & chrome.
- Accessories Provided: Restraining belt & polyurethane mattress with conductive vinyl cover.

FOR FURTHER SPECIFICATIONS & ORDERING INFORMATION, CONTACT:
PGL 2160 TAYLOR SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94133 415-673-4697
today be independent!

make your own 99mTc Sulfur Colloid when you want it...when you need it

Each kit contains sufficient material for 5 colloid preparations
...utilize $^{99m}$Tc eluate from your sterile generator
...make as many doses as you want when you want
...keep dollar loss from product decay to a minimum
...more convenient and economical
...store kit anywhere — it's not radioactive*
...colloid contains no dextran...no rhenium

Package contains:
5 vials (3 cc. each) Sterile Sulfur Colloid Reaction Mixture. Each cc. of aqueous solution provides 4 mg. sodium thiosulfate, 3 mg. gelatin, 8.5 mg. potassium phosphate and 0.93 mg. disodium edetate. Contains no preservative.

5 UNIMATIC® Disposable Syringes (2 cc. each) of Sterile 0.25N Hydrochloric Acid Solution. Each cc. of aqueous solution provides 9 mg. hydrochloric acid.

5 UNIMATIC Disposable Syringes (2 cc. each) of Sterile Buffer Solution. Each cc. of aqueous solution provides 35 mg. sodium biphosphate and 10 mg. sodium hydroxide.

Warning: Solutions of sodium pertechnetate $^{99m}$Tc withdrawn from the generator should always be adequately shielded. Early elutions from the generator are highly radioactive.

Precaution: Radiopharmaceuticals should not be administered to pregnant women or patients under 18 unless the information to be gained outweighs the hazards.

*However, adequate shielding of the Technetium 99m—Sulfur Colloid solution should be maintained.

Please send me complete information on new Tesuloid™ Technetium 99m—Sulfur Colloid Kit.

Please attach this coupon to your letterhead and mail to Medotopes Customer Service Department, P.O. Box #7, East Brunswick, New Jersey 08816.

Medotopes®
SQUIBB Division of Nuclear Medicine
East Brunswick, New Jersey 08816
CHARCOAT T-3. No fuss, no muss, no multiple pipetting or rinsing.

You don’t even have to throw in a sponge. What’s more, CHARCOAT T-3 tests take only thirty minutes — start to finish — without complicated setups. You do everything in one little two-part vial. Merely pipette 0.5 ml of patient serum into each test vial, invert, incubate, centrifuge, and count the supernatant. But don’t take our word for how simple and economical CHARCOAT T-3 kits are. Put one to the test. A standard kit (13 test vials) is only $20, and just a phone call away. Moreover, the extra long shelf-life of the CHARCOAT T-3 test kit makes quantity discount purchases practical. Ask about our Automatic T-3 Computer. Easy to use — no calculations. $1680 sale or lease.
ANNOUNCING

A NEW INNOVATION IN CLINICAL NUCLEAR MEDICINE a low cost electronic instrument for the accurate assaying and instant dose computation of radioactive isotopes:

THE NEW RADX MARK IV ISOTOPE DOSECALIBRATOR

- Measures radioactivity from 1 microcurie to 300 millicuries
- Computes volume to be injected for desired dose
- Can be instantly updated by inserting proper isotope module
- Cost: less than $1500  Delivery: from stock

For complete specifications write

RADX CORP.

P. O. BOX 19164 • HOUSTON, TEXAS 77024
KIT FOR RADIOIMMUNOASSAY OF HUMAN GROWTH HORMONE

the simplest way to solve your HGH assay problems

The reagents contained in the HGH immunoassay kit are intended for use in a "Double Antibody Method" which basically resembles that described by Hales and Randle for the immunoassay of insulin. According to this method the complex of HGH and anti-HGH antibody is rendered insoluble by a second antibody. The precipitate is separated from free HGH by filtration.

CONTENT OF THE KIT

125I-labeled HGH solution is phosphate buffer pH 7.4 (30 ng/ml), a standard solution of HGH (1 μg/ml), anti-HGH antibody (raised in guinea pigs) and a second antibody (raised in rabbits).

WHAT IS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR RADIOIMMUNOASSAY?

- Insulin Kit
- 125I-labeled hormones: Insulin, HGH, ACTH, Glucagon, Angiotensin (II)

cea . cen . sorin

for information please write to

SORIN, Nuclear Research Center
Radioisotopes Department
13040 SALUGGIA
(Vercelli) Italy
Telex 2003905 SORIN.

in U.S.A.: Schwarz Bioresearch, Inc.
Orangeburg, New York
10962
Telephone 914-359-2700
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Dynamics

We interrupt our regular advertising schedule to bring you this news of importance to the field of nuclear medicine:

Biotronex Laboratory's new BL-672 Scintillation Counter enables Anger Camera owners to perform dynamic-function studies, very short stop-motion studies and blood flow measurements for which tracer techniques can be used. It was introduced and demonstrated at the recent 16th Annual Meeting of the Society of Nuclear Medicine.

The BL-672 is the component described in a paper by William L. Ashburn et al entitled, "A Video System for Recording Dynamic Radioisotope Studies With the Anger Scintillation Camera," published in the JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE, November, 1968, pages 554 to 561. Its use was further described and discussed by Frederick J. Bonte before the SNM Annual Meeting at The Jung Hotel in New Orleans in June.

Write or phone today for technical data on the BL-672 Scintillation Counter. If you desire an appointment with one of our people, or if you would like a demonstration at any time, either can be arranged to suit your convenience.
This "cow" stands out from the herd!

This is Pertgen-99m, the cow that doesn't leak. Nothing comes out until you're ready to milk it.

Yields are consistent and high—an unbeatable combination!

Safety—underneath the Pertgen-99m Generator is the Rayshield™, Abbott's exclusive Radioisotope Shielded Dispensing Unit, that keeps radiation to operating personnel at a minimum.

Convenience—the protection afforded by the unique Rayshield means that Pertgen-99m can be used on the lab bench—there's no need to hide this system behind the bricks!

Economy—because Pertgen-99m is precalibrated, you get more useable activity at no increase in cost!

PERTGEN™-99m
TECHNETIUM Tc 99m GENERATOR KIT
Also available:
PERTSCAN™-99m
SODIUM PERTECHNETATE Tc 99m

Abbott Laboratories North Chicago, Illinois 60064
World's Leading Supplier of Radio-Pharmaceuticals
LABOR-SERVICE GMBH, Abteilung RADIO-PHARMAZENETIKA,
6236 Eschborn/Ts, Frankfurter Str. 20, Postfach 1245
Macroscan-131 is aseptically prepared and non-pyrogenic. It is ready to use and should not be heated prior to use.

INDICATIONS: For scintillation scanning of the lungs to evaluate total, unilateral, and regional arterial perfusion of the lungs.

WARNINGS: Radio-pharmaceutical agents should not be administered to pregnant or lactating women, or to persons less than 18 years old, unless the information to be gained outweighs the hazards. There is a theoretical hazard in acute cor pulmonale, because of the temporary small additional mechanical impediment to pulmonary blood flow. The possibility of an immunological response to albumin should be kept in mind when serial scans are performed. If blood is withdrawn into a syringe containing the drug, the injection should be made without delay to avoid possible clot formation.

PRECAUTIONS, ADVERSE REACTIONS: Care should be taken to administer the minimum dose consistent with safety and validity of data. The thyroid gland should be protected by prophylactic administration of concentrated iodide solution. Urticaria and acute cor pulmonale have been possibly related to the drug.

AGGREGATED RADIOIODINATED (I\(^{131}\)) ALBUMIN (HUMAN)

LABOR-SERVICE GMBH, Abteilung RADIO-PHARMAZEUTIKA, 6236 Eschborn / Ta (West Germany), Postfach 1245
Until Digital Cinescintigraphy becomes part of your scintillation camera or scanner system, you are making only partial use of scintigraphy’s powerful diagnostic capabilities.
Digital Cinescintigraphy is a highly versatile system for storing and analyzing scintigraphic information. It takes raw data from a scanner or camera, converts it to digital form, stores it directly in a core memory or on magnetic tape and permits you to manipulate and display it, without loss of true-time relationship, at your convenience. More specifically, you can use Digital Cinescintigraphy to:

- Digitize and store scan data directly in core memory to permit images to be added, subtracted and integrated.
- Precisely integrate irregular organ areas by use of a light pen.
- Switch memory configuration from conventional square (64 x 64) display to rectangular (32 x 128) to suit the shape of the organ under study—for example, the spinal column.
- Permit performance of dual isotope studies using a single or dual headed scanner.
- Preserve data in standard tape cassettes for future analysis.
- Provide a data format compatible with most large computers.

For Scanner Systems

For Scintillation Camera Systems

- Digitize and store raw data from a scintillation camera directly on magnetic tape, on a real time basis, so that time-of-occurrence information is preserved.
- Play back and view any image of any area for any time period during the study.
- Perform compartmental analysis to determine the “time/rate” variation in uptake throughout an organ.
- Precisely integrate irregular organ areas by use of a light pen.
- Set up “windows” over particular regions of interest of an organ and generate differential uptake curves for those specific regions. Up to eight different regions of interest can be established at one time to produce a simultaneous display of eight time-rate curves.
- Record separately and simultaneously the images produced in dual isotope studies.
- Provide a data format compatible with most large computers.

Digital Cinescintigraphy can expand the capabilities of your scintigraphy system. For more information, write or call Don Zahorik at Intertechnique Instruments Inc., Randolph Industrial Park, Dover, New Jersey 07801. Telephone: (201) 361-5550.

INTERTECHNIQUE
DOVER, NEW JERSEY
So easy, one hand can do it!
With this new test procedure you can perform T-3's faster than ever before. It's unlike all others. The Res-O-Mat test cuts down on the number of steps, drastically reduces technician time, and still maintains the high degree of reliability you need.

The key is the tiny Res-O-Mat strip... a little piece of sensitive plastic that does away with all pipetting except the initial transfer of serum to vial. Just drop a Res-O-Mat strip in each test vial and rotate. Then remove the strip and discard it. No critical timing, no washing, no cleaning; the vials are ready for direct counting of the serum.

MAIL COUPON. It will bring you complete information on this new T-3 test method. See how much more time it can save your staff in T-3 screening.
A message to
In nuclear medicine nearly everybody considers an Autofluoroscope.

More and more people are buying. Here's why:

The people that buy the Autofluoroscope are the true leaders in Nuclear Medicine — not necessarily those who are big names now, but those who are pushing the frontiers of clinical development, those who are not satisfied with the ordinary, accepted, and safe route to imaging. More and more people are buying the Autofluoroscope now because they see that function studies are rapidly becoming the biggest and most powerful tool in Nuclear Medicine. They want to get started now with the only complete digital instrument on the market, the Autofluoroscope. With the Autofluoroscope you can do fast dynamic function studies and identify the areas of interest with numbers. Proof: Look at the number of papers (and the talk) this year on function studies with quantitation.

Only with the Autofluoroscope and a good scanner can you be both Safe and Number 1.

Will all those who are approaching the future of Nuclear Medicine fearlessly please contact us.

Some things simply belong together.

Dressler as Min. Beery as Bill. The perfect match.

Equal perfection: the nuclear medicine service and the scintillation camera. True togetherness.

But only if the scintillation camera is Nuclear-Chicago's Pho/Gamma® III. Only with Pho/Gamma III can there be unexcelled isotope visualization. True revelations in diagnostic data.

And only with Pho/Gamma III can there be preparation for the future. Through a wide range of optional image-data storage, manipulation, and display accessories.

Little wonder Pho/Gamma III is the world's most experienced scintillation camera. Nuclear-medicine departments everywhere, everyday, see to that.

Ask to be further enlightened. Call your Nuclear-Chicago sales engineer. Or write directly to us.

NUCLEAR-CHICAGO
A SUBSIDIARY OF G. D. SEARLE & CO.
2000 Nuclear Drive, Des Plaines, Illinois 60018, U.S.A.
Dokter Curiostraat 7, Amsterdam W. The Netherlands